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. . to explore thoroughly
the Scriptures and their meaning, . . . to understand as fully
as possible the world in which
the church lives and has her
mission, . . . to provide a vehicle for communicating the
meaning of God's Word to our
contemporary world."
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Medical Science and Christian Faith

TOWARD A
THEOLOGY OF HEALING

FOY C. RICHEY

church's ministry of healing?
Did it disappear, or have we failed to rethink the Biblical meaning
of this ministry for twentieth century man? For many of us, just
the word "healing" ignites only too familiar memories of church
debates with the Pentecostals and other sects in which we were
manifestly more sure than we are today about the total will of
God. In those times as in these times, we so often speak of the
"cessation of miracles," yet we do not take seriously the more
important task of "working out our own 'theology' with fear and
trembling" regarding the dynamic dimensions of the healing
process as we know it in the present secular world. "Miracles no
longer exist," we say, yet we continue to pray as though we expect God's intervention for the faithful. What is the world to
think of a generation of followers of the great Servant-Healer who
are so confused about the healing forces of God that they cannot
even feel comfortable with a language of healing which points
to the larger reality of God's presence in the health-giving process
of life? Will it be said in the words of the late Bishop Pike
that what we need is "fewer beliefs and more belief?" Or, will
we take more seriously the human condition in which God's
healing power already occurs? This is the question to which
answers must be forthcoming if the church is to mend the wounds
of the world.

w H AT EVER HAPPENED TO THE

FOY C. RICHEY is a chaplain at Parkland Memorial Hospital in Dallas,
Texas and is minister for the Westview Church of Christ in Plano, Texas.
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theology of healing ...
A meaningful "theology of healing" is what
is needed. To say what healing is in the
twentieth century is the question before us;
for the Christian community, this is the
task of theology. Can we develop a theology
of healing in terms of our understanding
of the word of God vis a vis the life sustaining concern and effort of the modem
community of medical science? First of
all, to define healing is not the exclusive
task of the community of medical science.
We many times sell our faith for a bowl
of empirical pottage when we continually
run to the scientific community to provide
the total meaning of life for ·history. This
is not to inveigh against the pressing need
for a continual dialogue between science and
theology. For history demonstrates that the
purposes of God are realized through the
various sources of power available to man.
What is· called for is a fresh look at what
the Christian tradition has called "healing"
and an equally fresh adventure toward a
relevant language which realistically reflects
what is already happening as contemporary
man seeks to redeem life.
Healing can be seen to be that " ... function that aims to overcome some impairment by restoring the person to wholeness
and by leading him to advance beyond his
previous condition." 1 Healing can at once
be seen, then, to have a therapeutic function. The root word "therapy," the Greek
therapeia, suggests an intriguing etymological history which reflects a theological
backdrop by which Christian service can
be done. 2 Therapeia simply means "service. " 3 In ancient times therapeia was
frequently translated into Latin as "ministerium." It is therefore the consistent mark
of the modern as well as the ancient servant to function as attentive listener, focus-

ing his attention on the frame of reference of
the person in his care. Moreover, the twofold thrust of the apostolic call (Matthew
10: 7-8) is ". . . preach as you go saying,
'The kingdom of heaven is at hand,' heal
( therapeute) the sick, raise the dead,
cleanse the lepers, cast out demons."
Whereas, the proclamation (kerygma)
meant telling the exciting and urgent news
of the one healing event, Jesus, the Christ,
the ministry of therapeia meant the growing
involvement with the world. This was the
role of the Servant-Messiah (Matthew 4:2324) . It was the charge of preaching ( keryssein) the kingdom of God and curing diseases (therapeuein) which he gave his first
followers. However embarrassing it may be
for the church today, we too have a calling
to raise the banner of the healing ministry
of God. Yet how do we of the Restoration
branch of Christendom speak with integrity
to a contemporary meaning of the healing
process when we refuse to "co-operate" in
building hospitals? The building of institutions such as hospitals is only one way to
speak to this· issue. There is an equal need
to rise to the challenge to develop a theology
of the ministry of healing for an increasingly
secular world. Perhaps the alternative will
be to leave the flock to the prey of the
multiple occult definitions of the supernatural powers of the air.

no misty-eyed shaaman . ..
Certainly the servant of healing is not to be
thought of exclusively as some contemporary misty-eyed shaaman who psyches
individuals into weird incantations at the
bedside of a dying cancer patient. Such an
understanding of healing minimizes at best
the level of human consciousness to which
God has called the medical profession whom
he also uses to heal the cancer, tuberculosis

lClebsch and Jaekle, Pastoral Care in Historical Perspective, p. 33.
2Thomas C. Oden, Kerygma and Counseling, Westminster Press, Phila., 1966, pp. 147-155.
3James Hope Moulton and George Milligan, The Vocabulary of the Greek Testament, W. B. Eerdmans Publishing Co., 1949, pp. 288, 289.
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and heart disease patients, ad infinitum.
Such an understanding is also to jeopardize
the integrity of the larger possibility of
what it means for a given family or person
to come to terms with death, dying and the
accompanying ultimate questions of grief
with which the human condition struggles.
Also, this is not to minimize the power of
prayer at the bedside of the dying patient.
The question of prayer and what one should
pray for in such a dilemma is raised in view
of what one perceives the function of faith
to be. Is faith an exercise by which we unconsciously coerce God, asking him to recapitulate to our desires; or, rather, is faith
the courage to say "yes" to life and wholeness in the face of the shadow of death and
meaninglessness. When one prays for health
and healing, he prays not that the will of
God might be changed, but that his will
might be done! To place God outside the
universe so that he must always "break in"
to save us short-changes the doctrine of
Immanuel (God with us) and promotes a
view of a dues en absentia who is primarily
on vacation from a creation in which at
other places we are told to believe that he
wants us to live with him in covenant. How
one comes to terms with God's relationship
to the world is instructive in how he views
praying for the radical healing process m
face of imminent death.
Another way to speak of healing is to
say that it is the process by which one
finds meaning and atonement (at-one-ment)
with God and man. In a specific way,
healing occurs as the agent of healing (i.e.,
the minister) functions to facilitate the
movement from brokenness to wholeness.
To be an "agent of healing" in this sense
does not mean that the agent performs
God's work for him; nor does it necessarily
mean that he is acting with powers· which
are not available to all men. For indeed
the powers of human healing have been
made available to different men at different
times in history; although, as biblical history

reminds us, divine healing is realizable only
to those who have eyes with which to see
(Acts 8:9).
The healing process does not occur outside the "law of God. " One is not to argue
with the para-psychological phenomenon of
the "withered hand made whole." Rather,
what makes such phenomena confluent with
the law of God is whether or not such an
incident is accompanied with meaning and
purpose for its having happened. Has the
phenomena "increased the faith," or has
it functioned to enlarge the coercive motive
of "taking the name of the Lord in vain,"

Healing has to do
with the quality of life
as well as the length of life.

i.e., to use the powers of God for magical
purposes?
It is true to say, therefore, that divine
healing occurs although human life may
not be sustained. Dr. Elizabeth Kiibler-Ross
speaks most aptly to the point as she describes the five steps through which the
dying patient moves in his process of reconciling himself to his mortality. Anger, denial, depression, bargaining and acceptance
were the observable "moods" or processes
through which such persons progressed in
their process of dying. In one case, Dr.
Kiibler-Ross relates how a long time broken
marriage relationship was reconciled in a
very meaningful way prior to the death
of the spouse. Through the mended relationship, the dying husband could accept his
death more readily. Thus the "healing"
process here can be seen to be the atonement which occurred between two persons
who were alive yet never "lived" in relationship to one another until the imminent
death of one. 4 This is to say, therefore, that

4£lizabeth Kiibler-Ross, On Death and Dying, MacMillan Co., 1964, pp. 11-112, 181-244.
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the will of God can move within the will of
nature.
To suggest that the will of God moves
within the will of nature does not mean that
we are necessarily encased within the confines of the empirical method and the logical
positivist's box. It does so, insofar as one
assumes the universe to be a closed system.
The Judea-Christian tradition on the other
hand reminds us that God's actions are
continually manifested in the ongoing process of history. Yahweh is a God of salvation in history. He is not the god of the
cyclical closed system; rather he is the
Savior of history, in history and through
history. This is another way to say that
in the health-seeking atmosphere of the lifegiving Christian community we experience
salvation. It is caught and not taught; it
generates hope through common worship
and a sense of sharing and caring (Acts
2:39). It is a "saving" community in this
sense; it is an "atoning" community, and
thus because of its life-sustaining quality,
it is a "healing" community.

koinonia and therapeia ...
Genuine Christian healing through fellowship (koinonia) and service through sharing
and caring ( therapeia) do not occur unless true Christian community is present.
Whether that community issues from the
unit of the family, the marriage relationship, a network of Christian friends or
whatever, it must exist for authentic Christian healing to occur.
Healing and reconciliation occur with the
spiritually and physically ill as one experiences the "presence" and availability
of the community of faith. The minister, as
visitor and representative of the community
of faith, carries within his person the symbol and power of the community of faith
from which he comes. Neither he nor the
indigent may be fully conscious of the
health-giving dynamics which occur as encouragement, empathy, openness and care
are communicated through prayer, word

6 (262)

and sacrament. Through his physical touch,
his presence, and his mediatorial function
as manifesting God's grace in the flesh, the
minister acts as "healer." He does so as he
functions in such a way as to free both
himself and the other to experience the
acceptance of his person as genuine and
worthy of love. Because of such a relationship, where anxiety is transformed into resolve; where strength is discovered through
mutual participation in the struggle of life
crisis; where the sick is enabled to accept
the meaning of his life in face of the consequences of his death; where fragmentation
is transformed into wholeness; where courage replaces despair, healing occurs.
Healing in the Christian community, like
any other theological enterprise, is in continual need of reflection. Healing is not just
another theological enterprise, however; it
is a reality ascertained by faith. It does not
cease to exist because we refuse to overhaul
our antiquated thinking about it; nor should
the Christian community be afraid to address itself to this subject because we fear
the accusation of "superstition," "magic,"
or "exorcism." The divine healing process
is maturational rather than eye-catching or
dramatic, first of all. True healing is not
that phenomenon which attracts the popping
of flashbulbs as does the annual washing
of feet by ecclesiastical magistrates. Rather,
divine healing is that which occurs with
the '' kairos" (right time) for it strikes the
note of consonance between God and man.
Its purpose is generative and steadying
rather than exciting and jolting; it ushers
in that peace which passes understanding.
To say that this statement fully defines
the ministry of healing is therefore not true .
For, like understanding truth, understanding
human healing is a processual matter through
which we pass as we comprehend reality in
partial glimpses. Perhaps it is the degree to
which we courageously enter into a continual
dialogue with such real issues as life and
death that we shall fully understand the
extent to which we are atoned to God in the
resurrection.
IH
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ONE GIANT STEP
FOR THE CHURCHES

EDWARD FUDGE

As

ONE SURVEYS THE CHURCHES today he
is easily reminded of the story of the rich
man and Lazarus (Luke 16) . Like the
rich man's brothers, too many congregations are apparently set on a disaster course;
like the rich man in torment, many prescribers-of-remedies are doling out impossible cures. Cliches have replaced contexts
in too many pulpits; modern theology has
pre-empted a "thus-saith-the-Lord" in too
many others. 1 Too many places find that
ritual and rote have replaced religion and
reason, that heavenly interests have been
choked out by affections of this world. As
some not-too-sophisticated sage has observed, a number of churches hold their
audiences with ice cream and fried chicken,
and their religion has become as cold as
the ice cream and as dead as the chicken.

Perhaps panaceas, like generalizations,
ought to be suspect, but this does not seem
to have slowed down production with either.
I am offering no panacea. I would like
to suggest one step, small perhaps in implementation, but far-reaching in its implications and effects. It is again reminiscent
of the story of the rich man and Lazarus,
for it is summed up in what may be the
punch line of that parable: "They have
Moses and the prophets; let them hear
them." Let the churches turn again to the
word of God-not for lip service, not for
show, certainly not for mere formality. Let
them turn to the scriptures as the only word
from God written, and the only means of
knowing about the Word Incarnate. Let
them find there the source of life, the only
means to renewal. Let them see a compass

lPapers and institutions, too, art; susceptible to such erosion of principle and character. The difference between the first six issues of MISSION, for example, and the six most recent, seems to me to be
striking in terms of Biblical content and apparent concern for the word of God. My motives in saying
this are constructive.
EDWARD FUDGE is an editor for the C.E.I. Publishing Company in Athens, Alabama.
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pointing to the bright and morning star; a
lamp that is flamed by the light of the
world; a path that leads up to him who is
the door and the only way. For the up's
and down's of God's people from Israel
forward have been in direct relation to the
attention they paid the word of God, particularly in their public assemblies.

ancient Israel . . .
The Old Testament church was born at
Sinai. 2 There Yahweh revealed himself to
assembled Israel; there he sealed them to
himself in a People-God relationship, expressed in covenant form. 3 "Moses came
and recounted to the people all the words
of the Lord and all the ordinances; and
all the people answered with one voice, and
said, 'All the words which the Lord has
spoken we will do!"' (Exodus 24:3) .4 Although an oral agreement was binding in the
ancient Near East, on this occasion Moses
sealed the covenant by a blood ceremony
and preserved its form in writing (Exodus
24:4-8). 5 Moses then went up into the
mountain with God and received the stone
tablets from his hand. The covenant had
been made - and sealed with blood.

This was no one shot affair. The covenant
at Sinai was for future generations as well,
and those assembled with Moses acted as
representatives of their unborn posterity.
Posterity, however, had to learn of these
things themselves, so Moses wrote a detailed account and arranged for it to be
read in a public ceremony every seven
years.G
Moses wrote this law and gave it to the
priests, the sons of Levi . . . and to all
the elders of Israel. Then Moses commanded them, saying, "At the end of
every seven years, at the . . . Feast of
Booths, when all Israel comes to appear
before the Lord your God at the place
which he will choose, you shall read this
law in front of all Israel in their hearing.
Assemble the people, the men and the
women and children and the alien who
is in your town, in order that they may
hear and learn and fear the Lord your
God, and be careful to observe all the
words of this law. And their children
who have not known will hear and learn
to fear the Lord your God, as long as
you live on the land where you are about
to cross over the Jordan to possess it"
(Deuteronomy 31 :9-13).
Israel had to be reminded regularly of its

2According to Jewish tradition, the Feast of Pentecost commemorated that event. The Pentecost of
Acts 2 gains significance when seen in this light. Note the frequent usage from this time of the term
r;ahal to describe the people of God in assembly. This is the term translated ekklesia in the Septuagint,
and which stands in the background of the word in the New Testament. Jesus emphasizes the personal
pronoun "my" in Matthew 16:18, and the contrast is with the Old Testament ekklesia which first gathered at Sinai.
aon the analogies of other ancient treaties, we are not surprised to find here a prologue, the basic
requirements for faithfulness and a listing of curses which would befall the people if they were unfaithful.
4Quotations in this article are from the New American Standard Bible.
5Hillers believes this Book of the Covenant was engraved on a stone stele. He gives parallels among
other nations for this, based on terminology used in the text. He also relates this to later passages, including Isaiah 34:16, which he translates, "look it up in the covenant-inscription of Yahweh, and read."
Delbert R. Hillers, Treaty-Curses and the Old Testament Prophets (Rome: Pontifical Biblical Institute,
1964) , pp. 45-46.
6Under such a plan any child born in Israel would hear the law read in its entirety in solemn assembly by the time he was seven years old, and thereafter when he was fourteen and twenty-one, and so
on, according to the year of the cycle in which he was born. Cf. R. E. Clements, Prophecy and Covenant (London: SCM Press, 1965), p. 71.
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covenant relationship with Yahweh, and of
the national responsibilities this relationship
entailed. Parents were to teach their children as well (Deuteronomy 6:6-9), and it
may be assumed that the priests would do
at least some informal teaching. But God
had not made his covenant with a few Individual Israelites; he made it with assembled Israel. Future Israel must be involved corporately.
Future Israel at least got off to a good
start. Under Joshua's charismatic leadership
the people conquered the land, south and
north, and finally gathered at Shechem by
the two moutains Ebal and Gerazim. 7 There,
in solemn ceremony, assembled Israel remembered their covenant with Yahweh. 8
Joshua built an altar to the Lord, the
God of Israel, in Mount Ebal, just as
Moses the servant of the Lord had commanded, . . . and they burnt offerings
on it to the Lord . . . And he wrote there
on the stones a copy of the Law of Moses
which he had written [apparently on the
occasion of Exodus 24], in the presence
of the sons of Israel. And all Israel . . .
were standing on both sides of the ark
. . . the stranger as well as the native
. . . Then afterward he read all the
words of the law, the blessing and the
curse . . . There was not a word . . .

which Joshua did not read before all
the assembly of Israel . . . (Joshua
8:30-35).
If Israel remembered the covenant now,
they forgot it for seven more centuries!
The charismatic judges came on the scene,
fulfilled their missions and departed . The
amphictyony became a government and pilgrims became property holders. The people
requested a king, and got one. The kingdom united- then split. The dynastic promise to David was fulfilled (for the moment
and in part) in the continuing reign of his
heirs in Judah. Meanwhile, the northern
kingdom was defeated by Assyria and was
scattered throughout its vast empire.

two great reforms ...
Early in the reign of Judah's good king
Josiah, someone discovered the forgotton
book of law. Electrified by its contents, the
king instituted one of the most sweeping
reforms in religious history. Not by regal
might, however, was this accomplished, nor
by renewal among the clergy, but by calling
Israel's men, her women and her children
together once more, to hear - as a people
in solemn assembly- the reading of the
word of God. 9
Then the king went up to the house of
the Lord and all the . . . people, both

7Dr. Elmer Smick, now of Gordon Conwell Divinity School, has expressed an opinion that friends or
distant kinsmen of the Israelites from the time of the patriarchs may have inhabited the area around
Shechem; that they received the Israelites in peace and were amalgamated into the amphictyony. Hillers suggests that "Shechem had been associated with the making of pacts long before the Israelites
ever appeared on the scene" and that "the name of the god worshipped in its temple ... is variously
given as 'God of the Covenant' ... or 'Lord of the Covenant' ..." Hillers, Covenant: The History of
a Biblical Idea (Baltimore: The Johns Hopkins Press, 1969), p. 59.
swe do not know if this occasion was the Feast of Booths. Parallels between this incident and
Moses' commands in Deuteronomy are so numerous it is difficult not to view it as specific obedience
to that injunction. See also Nehemiah 8:17.
9The account of Josiah's reform is given in 2 Kings 22-23 and 2 Chronicles 34-35. In Kings the reform seems to follow the discovery of the Book of the Law; in Chronicles the discovery of the Book
falls in the midst of a reformation. If we take the texts as they stand a possible harmonization might
have the reform begin on the basis of knowledge of God's will retained in society and at the court, and
implemented on the basis of the king's good heart which (both accounts state) was set on God. The
discovery of the Book led to still further reforms, particularly involving the sacred feasts. If the book
discovered was Deuteronomy, this would be even more natural. The problem of harmonization lies beyond this paper's scope, however, and we will leave it at this point.
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small and great; and he read in their
hearing all the words of the book of the
covenant, which was found in the house
of the Lord. And the king stood by the
pillar and made a covenant before the
Lord, to walk after the Lord, and to keep
all his commandments and his testimonies
and his statutes with all his heart and
all his soul, to carry out the words of
this covenant that were written in this
book. And all the people entered into the
covenant (2 Kings 23:2-3). 10
Josiah's sons were weak and unfaithful,
and the masses were no different. Old
Testament readers remember that Nebuchadnezzar of Babylon took Judah captive,
beginning in 605 B.C. After seventy years
and many repentant tears, Zerubabbel led a
pilgrimage home under the edict of Cyrus.
Still later, Nehemiah returned with a second
company. A remnant was spared- God
had preserved a covenant people for himself.
Now this remnant, tattered and torn, but
with the ancient faith in its heart, affirmed
its fidelity to God by a great covenant-renewal service- a service begun by the
public reading of the law of Moses.U
All the people gathered as one man at
the square ... and they asked Ezra the
scribe to bring the book of the law of
Moses which the Lord had given to
Israel. Then Ezra the priest brought the
law before ... all who could listen with
understanding . . . And he read from it

. . . from early morning until midday
. . . and all the people were attentive
to the book of the law. And Ezra the
scribe stood at a wooden podium which
they had made for the purpose . . . And
Ezra opened the book in the sight of all
the people ... and ... all the people stood
up . . . And they read from the book,
. . . translating to give the sense so that
they could understand the reading (Nehemiah 8: 1-8).
The zeal of this glorious reform also waned
with time. By the end of the Old Testament
literature Malachi rebukes a dead formalism .
The cycle had begun again.

in synagogue and church
During the intertestamental period the synagogue was born. 12 By the days of Christ
and his apostles it had become the focal
point of Jewish instruction and local worship in every community that could produce
a quorum of ten heads of households. The
public reading of the scriptures was an
integral part of the Sabbath service. Luke
tells of one particular service at Nazareth
in which Jesus took part ( 4: 16-20). Someone else read the selection from the law that
Sabbath; Jesus read from the prophets.
And, as Paul would later do in his name,
Jesus accepted the Old Testament writings
as the word of God - and explained their
fulfillment in terms of himself. 13

lOJt appears from a remark by Jeremiah that many of the people were not sincere in this renewal of
the covenant (Jeremiah 3: 10). The covenant was not in their hearts, and even a royal service could
not put it there. Because of this inherent weakness of the people, God promised Jeremiah that He
would institute another kind of covenant with his people in the future (Jeremiah 31:31-34).

11This reformation did include the Feast of Booths, patterned after the instructions of Leviticus 23
and Deuteronomy 31. See Nehemiah 8:15-9:4.
12See Roy B. Ward, "Jewish Religion in the First Century," The World of the New Testament: The
Living Word Commentary, I, Austin, Texas: R. B. Sweet Co., Inc., 1967), 77-78.
13We also find Paul and Barnabas taking advantage of the Scripture-oriented synagogue service
to proclaim their message about Jesus (Acts 13:15ff). On Paul's contextual usage of messianic scriptures in a given setting, see my article on "Paul's Apostolic Self-Consciousness at Athens," Journal of
the Evangelical Theological Society, XIV (Summer, 1971 ), 193-198. On the Christian use of the Old
Testament in general, see C. H. Dodd, According to the Scriptures (Fontana Books, 1965); F. F.
Bruce, New Testament Development of Old Testament Themes (William B. Eerdmans Publishing Co.,
1968).
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If the church would long for power,
for the water of life straight from the source,
It would do well to read and heed,

The early church continued to read the
ancient writings believed to be from God.
The singular Jerusalem conference of Acts
15 resulted in a decision-document, which
was immediately sent to the churches to
be read ( vs. 30-32). As apostolic literature
increased, it was included in the collection
of scriptures - and was also read to the
churches. Two of Paul's epistles 14 contain
specific statements to that effect ( 1 Thessalonians 5 : 2 7; Colossians 4: 16) . There are
indications that the gospels also were originally intended to be read to the assembled
churches. 15 There can be no doubt that
the Apocalypse was so intended (Revelation 1:3, 11; 22:18-19). In the early
churches it was specifically a duty of the
evangelist to read and give an exposition
of scripture before the assembled congregation ( 1 Timothy 4: 13) .16
This biblical emphasis on the public
reading of scripture might be implemented
in our own worship assemblies in a number
of ways. Most churches could well afford

to have longer or more readings from the
Bible. It would usually be possible to arrange a more prominent place in the service
for readings. The usual singing portion of
the service could be supplemented with
congregational readings in unison from the
Psalms, or other portions of scripture particularly suited to that use. Churches often
stand for prayer; the congregation could
also stand for the reading of scripture out
of respect for the word of God. Above all,
preachers and teachers may reaffirm their
intentions (or originate them- God forbid!) to make sermons and classes truly
scriptural in the finest sense of the word.
The written word of God is still "living
and active, and able to judge the thoughts
and intentions of the heart" (Hebrews
4: 12) . If the church would long for power,
for water of life straight from the source,
it would do well to think again on these
words of its Lord through his servant John:
"Blessed is he who reads and those who
10
hear ... and heed."

14Peter classified Paul's writings as among the scriptures when he writes 2 Peter (I accept the authenticity of the epistle, as the church has historically accepted it until recent centuries). In this regard,
many New Testament exegetes regard 2 Peter 1:13-15 as bespeaking plans which culminated (according to early tradition) in the writing of the Gospel of Mark. To this present theme is also related the
study of the canon. On the early acceptance of apostolic literature into the collection of scripture, see
Almon Williams, "The Compilation of the New Testament," Facts For Faith I (June-October, 1970).
15It appears that the comment made at Matthew 24: 15 and Mark 13: 14 was directed to the individual who would read the Gospels in church, and that he was to explain to the congregation what the
Evangelists very discreetly did not put in writing-that Jesus had reference to the armies of Rome! If
this is so, the gospels were also written to be read in Christian services of worship. Oscar Cullmann
has developed at length his suggestion that John's gospel had a special use in early Christian assemblies. See his Early Christian Worship: Studies in Biblical Theology, No. 10 (SCM Press, 1966).

16The Greeks influenced Christianity in more ways than one during the post-apostolic centuries. One
wonders if Christians did not come off the worse in exchanging such a simple but scripture-centered
style of preaching as this passage pictures for the audience-oriented rhetoric borrowed later from the
Greeks (and frequently perpetuated in homiletics classes).
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Part 1

The New Shape
of the
AMERICAN CIVIL RELIGION
RICHARD T. HUGHES

THE CURRENT DIMENSIONS of the American civil religion 1 begin to emerge when one
makes the following observations: first, that
the most prominent and pervasive theme
of Mr. Nixon's first four years was the continuation of the war; second, that the conduct of this war and the ends for which it
was fought square rather poorly with
certain aspects of the historic American self
image; and third, that the American public
nevertheless gave the man who administered recent American involvement in the
war an overwhelming vote of confidence
in the November election.

concerning the war . . .
Several facts concerning the war are pertinent. ( 1 ) The destruction and devastation

wrought by American fire power in this war
was completely disproportionate to the
evil it was meant to repel. According to
Pentagon figures, the United States had discharged before the November election about
three-and-one-half times the quantity of explosives used during the whole of World
War II by all the allied powers in Europe
and Asia. 2 Throughout the war, these bombs
carved into the surface of the land
some 7,500,000 bomb craters, 3 each an
average of 25 feet in depth and 40 feet
across and many becoming breeding areas
for disease-bearing mosquitoes. By the end
of 1970, 6,000,000 acres of prime forest,
equal to the domain of Massachusetts, had
been destroyed, and the ecological balance
had been severely upset. 4 According to Senator Kennedy's subcommittee on refugees,

1Robert N. Bellah called attention to the existence of an American civil religion in his important article, "Civil Religion in America," Daedalus, Vol. 96 (Winter, 1967), pp. 1-21.
2Roger L. Shinn, "Our Cause Is Not Just," The Christian Century, Vol. 89 (November 1, 1972),
p. 1100.
3Jbid.
4Cf. John Lewallen, Ecology of Devastation: Indochina, Baltimore: Penguin Books, 1972.
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almost eight million people - practically
half the South Vietnamese population -had been made refugees by the war. Hundreds of civilians had been maimed by
napalm and schrapnel, and in the two
years preceding the President's reelection,
the total number of allied and enemy deaths
was roughly 400,000 people. 5 Our policy,
therefore, was one of killing our allies
and destroying their land in order to spare
them from Communist aggression: a disastrous and ethically indefensible paradox.
(2) Mr. Nixon misled the American people
when he told them he was winding down

. . . what we have witnessed
in the past several months
is the triumph of
the p riestly side of
the American civil religion.
the war. As Roger Shinn recently observed,
the shift from American ground involvement to air support simply signaled a
change in the color of the corpses. 6 (3) All
the expense and all the destruction of life,
property, and environment was spent on
the support of a corrupt military dictator.
This fact is particularly difficult to harmonize with the popular American self image
of a nation that resists tyranny and that
rallies to the cause of freedom around the
globe.
None of these facts, however, seemed
to especially alarm the American people on
election day. In fact, long before November
7, the war had become a relatively dead
issue. A colleague of mine recently contacted a publisher about his manuscript
dealing with the Indochina conflict. His
manuscript was rejected on the grounds
that "we can't give away books on the

war." This past fall, a professor at a large
San Diego college offered a course on
"Vietnam: Its History, People, and Culture." The course never got underway; it
didn't have a single taker. Perhaps even
more telling was the fact that Mr. Nixon's
standing in the polls was hardly affected
by his pre-election peace efforts. This suggests that Mr. Nixon did not diffuse the war
issue at all. Rather, the issue simply did not
exist for the majority of the American
people. The question I am concerned to
answer is, why did the war largely disappear
from the public consciousness when it raised
such pointed moral and ethical issues?
One suggestion is that the American people were simply tired of hearing about the
war as they were tired of dissent and criticism. To a great extent this suggestion, I
think, is true. But it is too simple and deserves some unraveling. The unraveling
might begin with the observation that what
we have witnessed in the past several months
is the triumph of the priestly side of the
American civil religion.

manifest destiny . . .
In order to appreciate this point, it might
be helpful to look at the English historical
backgrounds to the American civil religion.
The English national self-consciousness as
depicted in Puritan thought consisted chiefly of two motifs: the notion that England,
like Israel of old, was chosen by God and
the idea that, consequent to her election,
England stood in a covenant relationship
with God. The covenant was the basis for
the Puritans' deuteronomic view of history,
that is, when England was faithful to the
covenant, God rewarded her with blessings,
but when she faulted the covenant she was
cursed. It was largely because of their covenant understanding within the context of
election that many Puritans came to the
New World: if the King and the prelates re-

5Shinn, op. cit.
6Jbid., p. 1103.
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fused reform in England, then the faithful
had no choice but to attempt reform elsewhere in order to merit the covenant blessings. The transference of the images of election and the covenant from England to
America was inevitable. Both these motifs
are to be found, for example, in John
Winthrop's A Model of Christian Charity
( 1630), and both appear in George Washington's first inaugural address of April 30,
1789. A third element in the American civil
religion is indiginous to American soil. It
was the Puritan's hope that a thoroughly
reformed church might be erected in the
New World and held up to Old England as
an example for emulation. In a few short
years, the light to Old England had become
a light to the world and was to develop
in the nineteenth century into the full-blown
notion of manifest destiny.
These three themes have appeared in
various combinations of emphasis throughout our history, and the themes that are
predominant at any given period largely
determine whether the American civil religion is priestly or prophetic. The covenant
is essential to any prophetic manifestation
of the civil religion, for it is the covenant
that lies behind the oracles of the prophet.
But for the covenant to be authentic and
to prompt prophetic utterances, it must be
between a subject and an object; that is, it
must be with an outside agent, with God,
or even as Lyndon Johnson suggested in
his inaugural address, with the land. Otherwise, there can be no awareness of judgment. But this is precisely the aspect of the
covenant that the present chief executive
has distorted. According to Mr. Nixon, no
longer is America's covenant with God or
the land. America's covenant is with America herself, and this means the covenant
is swallowed by election and manifest destiny. In effect, then, the covenant is ignored.
Not only has Mr. Nixon ignored the
authentic covenant and its prophets; he has

taken pains to repress them. This meansand this is a crucial point- that Mr. Nixon
is not merely emphasizing two particular
elements in the American civil religion at
the expense of the third; it means that he
has actually attempted to redefine what it
means to be an orthodox adherent to the
American civil religion: the prophets who
stand in the covenant tradition are now
heretics despite the historically orthodox
nature of their position.
A similar effort at redefinition may be
seen in the rhetoric of Senator Albert J.
Beveridge in 1899 when he attempted to
defend America's role in the Spanish-American War.
The Republic never retreats . . . The Republic could not retreat if it would.
Whatever its destiny, it must proceed.
For the American Republic is a part of
the movement of a race, the most masterful race of history, and race movements
are not to be stayed by the hand of
man. They are mighty answers to divine
commands . . . God did not make the
American people the mightiest human
force of all time simply to feed and die.
He did not give our race the brain of
organization and heart of domination
to no purpose and no end. No! He has
given us a task equal to our talents . . .
He has made us the lords of civilization that we may administer civilization.
. . . Retreat from the Phillipines on any
pretext would be the master cowardice
of history. It would be the betrayal of
a trust as sacred as humanity. It would
be a crime against Christian civilization and would mark the beginning of the
decadence of our race. And so, thank
God, the Republic never retreats . . .7
Similarly, according to President Nixon,
the Republic would never retreat from Indochina. America stands under no judgment whatsoever. She is elect and chosen,
and Vietnam was hers to do with as she

7Albert J. Beveridge, For the (jreater Republic, Not for Imperialism. An address before the Union
League Club of Philadelphia, February 15, 1899.
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America could be chosen of God to bless
the world when her military might has been
a curse to South Vietnam? How is it possible that her destiny is to extend freedom and
democracy around the globe when the government for which she fights is a military
redefinition ...
dictatorship? The nation reacted like a
Mr. Nixon's redefinition of the American church. It sought to defend its orthodoxy
civil religion clearly emerged when, several whether it was defensible or not. The iddays before the election, he outlined to eology behind the slogans, "love it or leave
the nation by radio what he viewed as the it," and "my country, right or wrong," ran
chief issues of the campaign: ( 1 ) a strong deeper than many might have thought. And
versus a weak America (we are chosen by the early 1970's the country had had its
to be strong), 8 (2) peace with honor ver- fill of heretics. The people had no desire to
sus peace with surrender (it is our destiny hear what was wrong with America; they
never to surrender), and ( 3) the issue of wanted to hear what was right with America.
amnesty for draft evaders and deserters. It And they wanted to hear the national theowas in this third issue that he dealt with logical myths repeated over and over again,
the notion of the covenant. When he de- regardless of whether the facts squared with
clared that draft dodgers and deserters will the symbols. President Nixon not only renever receive amnesty, he implicitly was peated them; he identified himself with
asserting that the authentic covenant rela- them.
tion was no longer a viable aspect of the
This means that George McGovern lost
American civil religion and that the cov- the election partially because he was a
enanted prophets who fled the country for heretic. This, despite the fact that he stood
reasons of conscience were heretics. Mr. squarely within the tradition of the AmeriAgnew buttressed this judgment and ex- can civil religion. McGovern's mistake was
cluded the covenant altogether when, while that he spoke as a prophet on the basis of
discussing amnesty a week before the elec- the covenant at a time when the covenant
tion, he made it clear that the scruples had been forgotten. He was fond of quoting
of the individual conscience must be sub- Isaiah 40: 31.
ordinate to the morality of the war effort. 9
... they who wait for the Lord
shall renew their strength,
If one judges by the election results, one
they shall mount up with wings
must conclude that the majority of the
like eagles,
American people agreed. During the first
they shall run and not be weary,
three years of Mr. Nixon's term in office,
they shall walk and- not faint.
students, clergymen, congressmen, senators,
and others raised serious questions about But a people for whom the covenant was
the truthfulness of America's religious no longer significant could not understand
Ill
claims. How is it possible, they asked, that his language.

would. Thus, America would settle only
for peace with "honor" - an honor that
now has cost the widespread destruction
of life and property in Hanoi.

8The phrases in parentheses are my interpretation of Mr. Nixon's statements within the context of
the American civil religion.
!JThe Los Angeles Times, November 1, 1972, Part I, p. 21.
Editorial Note: Everyone is happy American in volvement in Vietnam is being phased out. Non eth eless,
it would be a serious mistake to push the twel ve years of war from the American consciousness and conscience in just a few short months. The question of the new shape of American civil religion
raised in this article is still very much before us. In the context of reflection we may see more clearly
than in the heat of action.
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AN INTERVIEW WITH DON FINTO AND JIM BEVIS

OPENNESS AND GROWTH:
THE BELMONT EXPERIENCE

VICTOR L. HUNTER

the Belmont Church
of Christ in Nashville, Tennessee, faced the
same kind of crisis many churches in cities
across America are facing. They were located in the heart of Nashville's inner city.
Were they to leave the inner city and its
problems of poverty, crime, drug addiction,
and racial turmoil and migrate to the suburbs where they could rebuild in a more
peaceful setting, or would they stay and seek
to minister in the name and manner of
Christ to the problems surrounding them?
They reached the conclusion that they must
stay and some one-hundred members set
themselves to the task of finding out how
they could determine their mission in the
crucible of the inner city. Don Pinto and
later Jim Bevis were called by the church
to work with them in this mission. In the
course of one year the membership of 100
had multiplied ten times until there are
now over 1000 communicants per Sunday.
The contribution of $500 per Sunday now
has grown to over $3000 per Sunday and
SEVERAL YEARS AGO
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quite regularly special collections are taken
to meet immediate needs which arise in the
course of their ministry. The worship services of Belmont are open where men and
women can freely bring their problems and
joys before the Christian community and
seek an authentic life of faith in Christ.
The openness at Belmont has represented
to some the hope of a truly relevant and
meaningful Christian life style. To others,
Belmont is a threat to the orthodox structure of church organization and worship
as is traditionally held to be scriptural in
Churches of Christ. Belmont and the reaction of other churches and David Lipscomb
College to the Belmont concept has received
fairly wide coverage, not only in brotherhood papers, but also in the Nashville press.
Through this interview with Don Pinto and
Jim Bevis MISSION hopes to allow the Belmont church to describe and reflect on what
might be called the Belmont experience.
VLH

* *

•i•
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HUNTER: A great deal of attention in
the past year has been centered on the
Belmont Church. Can you explain what
happened in the life of this church which
has led to such a rapid growth and total
involvement of your members?
PINTO: One answer is that to the extent
that we have comprehended the nature of
grace, which is forgiveness and the constant
state of forgiveness for those in Christ, and
the righteousness of God which comes
through that grace, and the impowering of
the Holy Spirit in our lives, things began
to happen at Belmont. I don't think one can
really program true spiritual growth, and
then say as the result of this program Belmont has come alive.

. . . an evangelistic thrust,
a sensitivity to the social
p roblems of the city, and
an openness to the Spirit.

BEVIS: It seems to me that it lias really
been a combination of three things. I was
looking for a community of faith which had
an evangelistic thrust, a sensitivity and involvement in the social problems of the
city, and an openness to the presence of
the Spirit. I had seen one or the other of
these things in various fellowships, but
seldom all three intricately held together
and vitally important to the life of the
church. One of the age-old arguments
against any church life style other than
the traditional approach is that it would lead
to a lessening of evangelistic fervor. But
we don't want this to be true at Belmont.
We try to keep these three concerns before
us so that people wilJ be coming to the
Lord every week. There is a strong evan-
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gelistic thrust- witnessing by those in the
fellowship to people in the community. As
a result people are being baptized all the
time. But there is also a very deep social
sensitivity on the part of people who are
really committed to the city and realize this
is a problem in America that must be faced
by Christians. The third factor in the Belmont experience is an attempt at openness
to the movement of the Holy Spirit. I've
been a part of a lot of fellowships, study
groups and prayer groups where there has
been a lot of talk about the Spirit and a lot
of prayer meetings but in many cases the
people involved could not care less about
really being practically involved with the
person next door or the people in the
streets. They never got past prayer to participation in the real suffering of the city.
But it is the unique combination of these
three things that has contributed to the
Belmont search for a meaningful and faithful Christian life style. You see people being led to the Lord every day, you see
people actually feeding the poor, clothing
the naked, working with prisoners and drug
addicts and prostitutes. These are people
who are wanting to be deep in the Spirit,
and who are wanting a truly Spirit-filled
congregation.
HUNTER: Then you see the distinctive
marks of a truly Christian community being
evangelistic outreach, a sensitivity to the
physical and social needs of man in today's
world, and openness to the presence of
God in the fellowship?
BEVIS : Right. There are "charismatics" in
our fellowship. There are people who are
totally committed to bridging the gaps between blacks and whites, gaps created by
the white church. There are others committed to ministering to other social needs.
There is evangelism . But Belmont, thus
far, has been a place where people who
have found a way to use their various gifts
for Christ can still be united in the common cause and goals of the total community. People are involved at Belmont for perMARCH,
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haps two reasons. One is because they have
found an openness there which is leading to
true freedom in Christ with all their brothers and sisters. The other reason is because
of their commitment to ministry in the city.

nondenominational Christianity ...
PINTO: Let me just add one thing to that.
I believe there are an awful lot of people in
the Belmont Church who have been hearing
all their lives about nondenominational
Christianity and are determined not to be
a member of a denomination and who feel
the Church of Christ has become almost
completely denominationalized. We are just
determined that we want to be God's and
to try to escape the denominational implications. I can appreciate and love my brothers who are still in a denomination and I'm
not saying I'm not in a denomination. I'm
just saying we don't want to be. Of course,
it's like Carl Ketcherside said once, "Trying not to be in a denomination is just about
the hardest thing anyone can attempt."
HUNTER: What are the ingredients which
make possible a truly free fellowship characterized by openness?
PINTO: We really don't have that yet as it
ought to be, but we're trying to move in
that direction.
BEVIS: One thing is to relinquish the
rigid control of the worship to the Lord
and all his people. People who want openness must not feel that they have to have
their security blanket of three songs and a
prayer, and the service ticked off in mathematical precision with everything following an exact design conducted by specifically
appointed people -folks who can pray that
the Lord will really take control of the
worship and make of it what he wants, and
who really believe it and really let him,
can find that freshness which makes for
openness and freedom. For example, at
Belmont we have an open microphone and
if you have something on your heart, you
can share it. If it's preaching twenty minMISSION

utes, if it's telling a prayer need, if it's telling
a need you have in your own life- whatever it is there will be no one to stop you
on the way to the microphone. And this
means whether you are a wino, a prostitute,
a "hippy," a super traditionalist, a materialist, a racist or whatever. Now this means
that we've had every kind of thing said,
and there have been times that we've been
fearful. But the Lord has used every one
of them and they have produced something
that has been meaningful to our lives. This
has included even financial things. There
has been the fear in many churches that if
a special contribution is taken it will take
away from the Sunday budget. But rarely
has a need been presented that has not been

Ule have an open
micro phone and if you
hat'e something on your
heart, you can share it.

met with a special collection and it doesn't
take away from the Sunday contribution.
PINTO: One thing that needs to be mentioned here is that Jim doesn't mean everyone likes this. Recently we had a man come
down in the middle of a service who was
drunk and smoking a cigar. But he was received and we were able to then minister to
him. Now this means, though, that to have
an open fellowship and worship you must
allow people to make mistakes before the
congregation and to say things that you
don't agree with or say things that you
wish they hadn't said. But they have the
freedom to say it and we still love them.
Of course, one of the things which makes
this hard is that sometimes things that are
said that you don't agree with are then
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I think people are afraid
to openly co.n front God
and each other in worship.

taken and used around the city and around
the country against you. But it's a price
that must be paid for openness.
HUNTER: You are saying, then, that the
possibility of an open Christian community
could begin with simply the practice of
openness in worship.
BEVIS: I think people are afraid to openly
confront God and each other in worship.
For example, I know of a church which
prayed for weeks that the Spirit of the Lord
might move among them and when he did
it scared them to death.
PINTO: I would say that another thing
which I know has happened in some
churches is to get as many people as possible praying and fasting and asking the Lord
to send spiritual renewal in that church;
and he will do it if enough people are
truly seeking and asking. But it won't come,
very likely, in the way the people are expecting it.
HUNTER: What you seem to be describing
to me is a community of people who gather
together to search for the experience of
God and ways of service to man. What
about the church's responsibility of providing some answers through its proclamation;
what is the place of preaching or teaching?
PINTO: In the first place, in saying that
one has an open microphone, or in saying
that people can share, one is not saying that
we do not need times of teaching nor saying that we do not need structured time.
There are times that we specifically set apart
for teaching or some other structured activity. Those then are not the times for
sharing. My understanding of the role of the
elder in the New Testament is that he is to
shepherd and teach the flock. Now as far
20 (276)

as the proclamation of the gospel, I don't
see that that ought to be happening within
the Christian community. That ought to be
happening outside the Christian community.
HUNTER: What is the mission of the Belmont church?

being the body of Christ . . .
PINTO: It is to be the body of Christ. If
this is true, then we need to listen to the
head. We cannot try to get programs started
and then ask the Lord to bless them. Rather
we need to find out what the Lord is doing
and then join him in that work.
HUNTER: Then you're saying that you do
not feel that a few leaders should plan out
what the programs of the church are to
be and then try to get the people involved
in those programs?
PINTO: No. Christ is the only one who
directs his body. And, thank God, the
elders have never tried to curtail any prayer
group or Bible study group that has been
formed.
HUNTER: Then you would see what is
happening in the ministry of individual
members or groups of members as feeding
into the total community experience rather
than having a central structure in the community deciding what should happen and
filtering those decisions down to the people?
PINTO: That's right. Another way to put
it is that we are a body. Again, Christ is
the head. He is the only one who gives the
body directions. Elders don't give the body
directions. Elders are shepherds and guides,
but they are not heads. They were never intended to fill that role. Therefore, there is
no dictating force on earth. But we are all to
be members of the body and elders are memMARCH,
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bers of the body too. The community is thus
formed by the connectedness of everyone
to Christ.
HUNTER: Okay, let's approach the question from a different perspective. Do you
feel it is important for elders to set up
programs and then say to the members, here
is how you can participate in the mission of
this church?
PINTO: I don't think elders can do that.
I don't think elders can tell any man what
ministry the Lord is going to call him to.
Each ministry comes out of a specific individual's relationship to the Lord and the
gifts he has been given. If the elders feel that
a member or group of members is not being
royal to the head, then as good shepherds
they are going to tenderly, gently, humbly
and full of love try to shepherd them back
into the direction of Christ.
BEVIS: Most of the programs in the Belmont church have been brought by the people to the church. For example, some members wanted to start a tutoring program
and they asked the church for space and
materials. Others wanted to work with kids
running loose Saturday and they brought
this program to the church. Others became
involved in a drug ministry and so on.
PINTO: One fellow came to Belmont thinking he would be working in a ministry to
college students and he was called into a
drug ministry. Another thought he would
be working with high school students and
he is now running a book store and coffee
house.

diversity of beliefs .
HUNTER: So you're suggesting that openness in the Christian community means not
only openness in worship but openness in
living to what the Lord's direction is. With
the open atmosphere that you have you
must have a tremendous amount of diversity,
including diversity in beliefs. How do you
live with diversity in life styles and belief?
BEVIS: We live with it because our unity is
in the Spirit and in the Lord. Our unity
MISSION

is not in a doctrinal agreement, it is in the
common faith in the Lordship of Jesus.
And the Lord is using our diversity incredibly because all our lives are attempting to
point toward him. The common thread that
runs through the Christians at Belmont is
a deep love for the Lord, a desire to really
be his servants and a desire to get aboard
in his ministry. So the diversities have not
caused difficulty because nothing is held
up as supreme except for Jesus Christ.
HUNTER: I can understand this in regard
to your particular community. But the openness at Belmont has created quite a furor
in the Nashville churches. What has been
the response of other churches and how has
this affected Belmont's activities?
PINTO: A funny thing happened when
our services had grown to the point that we
had to start having a number of other services. We took our sign down to update the
times of our periods of worship. We started
getting anonymous calls from people accusing us of becoming pentecostals, or leaving the Church of Christ, or adopting another name. A very dear brother of mine
confronted me with the question as to why
we had taken the sign down. I really laughed;
I said we took it down to pain~ it. But
seriously, there are some very wise churches
of Christ who have said we are independent
churches; you serve your way and we'll serve
ours, and the Lord bless you even though
we don't agree with everything you're doing.
There are others who say we ought to be
written out of the brotherhood. They feel
we have left the "Church of Christ."
HUNTER: Have you left the Church of
Christ?
PINTO: If you mean the "Church of
Christ" that is more dogmatic than Christ
or Paul, then yes. We must let Christ and
the apostles speak and we cannot be more
dogmatic than they. We must simply be
able to give people the scripture and say
to them, "Whatever the Lord says to you
in that scripture, you believe it." If I
can't then accept that person as my brother,
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I'm too dogmatic. People start drawing denominational lines when they make dogma
of their own interpretation of scripture.
HUNTER: Is there any pressure from the
Lipscomb administration to keep Lipscomb
students from attending Belmont?
PINTO: As far as the student body as a
whole, I don't know of any. There have
been times when students who work for
the college have been told they cannot work
for the college and attend Belmont.
HUNTER: Are Lipscomb faculty members
allowed to teach at Lipscomb and attend
Belmont?
PINTO: No. Several faculty members were
dismissed for worshiping at Belmont; some
others resigned under pressure.
BEVIS: Two of our current elders were
on the faculty at Lipscomb.
HUNTER: Do you feel that the open spirit
at Belmont can be one way of breaking
down all kinds of barriers that exist between
Christian peoples, regardless of the denomination to which they belong? In other
words, is there something in what you are
doing that you would describe as ecumenical?
BEVIS: We feel that the movement of the
Spirit in the emerging church has risen
above denominational lines, whether it be
the Church of Christ, the Baptist church or
whatever. I feel a kinship with the emergers
and I feel that we are united in really trying to make the church what the Lord
wants it to be.
HUNTER: What do you define as the
emerging church? What are the characteristics of the emerging church?
PINTO: Well, for the first time I can again
say some of the things I would have said
twenty years ago, but I mean them in a
different way now. For example, we had
an American Baptist chaplain come to worship with us while he was spending his
year of residency at Vanderbilt hospital.
And after he had worshipped with us a
great many times, and had read scripture
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in our worship hours he asked me how he
could join our church. And I could really
tell him that if he was in the Lord's body,
he was already in the same one I am in.
He said he didn't want to join my denomination but that he wanted to worship with
us. And we said, "Don't join any denomination -let's just be Christians." So some of
the things we've said in the past I can
still say, but with new meaning.
HUNTER: For those that long for freedom
in Christ, depth to their faith , brotherhood
in the Spirit, but who are in structures which
do not have the smell of life and vitality
and reality, what can you say?
BEVIS: I really don't think there is any
one statement that can be made. There are
people who are free in other churches in
Nashville. Belmont is certainly not the only
church where freedom can be found, but
we are simply striving to always be a free
and open fellowship where people can pursue in the best way they can a vital relationship with the Lord and other Christians.
PINTO: To really be free one must just
keep on being honest, seeking fellowship
with other honest and open Christians, no
matter where they are found, and just let
the Lord do with them what he wants.
One must then be willing to accept the
consequences, whatever they are. This means
whether they are withdrawn from or gassipped about or whatever.
BEVIS: I suppose one other thing needs
to be said. I feel there can come that point
in one's life where the fellowship or lack
of fellowship of which he's a part can become so spiritually detrimental to his life
that he is not bound by the Lord to remain
a part of it.
PINTO: On the other hand, anybody who
doesn't love the brothers with whom he
disagrees is not walking in the Lord. S() that
is a good standard as to whether we are
really in the Lord. If I don't love those
with whom I disagree, then I can't really
10
judge what I ought to do.
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on
religious leaders is in, Lord, and it looks
like trouble. The initial results seem to indicate you're going to have to firm-up your
attitude on law-keeping. A number of prominent people feel that you are unsound.
There is a scribe over in Tiberias who
has a list of questions for detecting a liberal.
I am sure you could never survive his test.
I guess it all started with that incident of
the woman who was taken in adultery.
(John 8:1-12). You let her get away. We
have such a law and order climate today.
The popular clamor is for being tough on
offenders. Not only did you let the woman
go but you embarrassed the Scribes and
Pharisees who brought her to you. Your
emphasis on suffering insults and persecution (Matthew 5: 11f) is out of touch
with the modern view. Most leaders today
are saying, "Don't rock the boat. Let's get
the lid on tighter." If you keep on talking
like this it may affect your following. There

THE LATEST GALLUP OPINION PoLL

will be smaller crowds and less money.
And be careful what you say about radical discipleship (Matthew 5: 29f). The very
idea of getting so concerned about God as
to change jobs or sell a house or adopt a
different standard of living is pretty far-out.
That kind of stuff. sounds too revolutionary.
It just won't go over today.
What you said about treasures on earth
getting rusty, moth eaten, and stolen is just
against the whole tenor of our time
(Matthew 6: 19-3 3) . Who ever heard in
modern times of depending on God for
your needs and just concentrating on doing
his will? You've got to adjust your thinking
to the fact that people depend on Texaco
and Social Security. Religion is more like
a sideline or hobby to them. We'll never
get anywhere if you keep insisting that a
man's commitment to God has to be the
chief thing in his life (Matthew 6:33).
And that's another thing Lord -all this
fuss over obedience (Matthew 7:21-27).

WESLEY C. REAGAN is a minister for the Burke Road Church in Pasadena, Texas.
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Things are sold today on the basis of indulgence. The good life and the easy payment plan are the big attractions. People
are just not used to being talked to like
you talk to them. You won't have a follower left if you keep stressing obedience.
And this matter of expecting people to
confess you before men (Matthew 10:32f).
It's embarrassing to talk about you seriously
with the people I work with. They'd think
I was some kind of religious nut.
I hate to bring this up, Lord, but your
attitude doesn't help much. I told you before that people were getting upset about
the things you are saying. You could have
at least made a little effort to tone them
down a bit. You didn't even try to adjust.
'~et them alone," you said, "They are blind
guides, and if one blind man guides another
they will both fall into the ditch" (Matthew
15:12-14).
One thing you don't seem to realize is
that you've got to go slow with changing
people's lives. For generations they've believed in their traditions and it shakes them

all up if you say their ceremonial washings
don't do a bit of good. Give them time.
And there may have to be a few funerals
before you get this point over.
And Lord, I need a statement from you
about the fact that the Pharisees' religion
is the only true religion. About all some
of these people have to feel superior about
is their religion. You have no idea how
it upsets them to take that away from them.
Please, Lord, no more of that stuff about
it being better for Sodom and Gomorrah
than for them in the day of judgment.
(Matthew 10: 15). Brother, did the Sanhedrin cringe when you said that.
Lord, you know how exclusive they feel.
For the time being, let's don't push this
idea of praising God for all good regardless
of who does it (Mark 9:38-40). Some of
them think it is no good unless it has their
label on it.
Lord, you're not listening. I don't think
you realize how serious all of this is. Feelings are running high. Why, a man could
get killed . . .
In

Barrett's Thesaurus

REVERENT, adf. Standing in hushed awe of a clergyman or other dignitary, wearing a countenance
which somewhat resembles that brought on by a mild case of indigestion.
PRAY, intransitory verb. 1. To strain to hear a public speaker who mumbles. 2. To pay no attention
to a familiar recitation. 3. To think of a ball game during a public speech. 4. To give information or
instructions to the Deity.
BROTHER, noun. 1. A religious title used in juxtaposition with a surname; it is applied to those
persons whom one does not know well enough to call by their first names. 2. A prefix to invective.
3. A ritual incantation which transforms the wildest slander into an act of love. 4. A euphemism
for unacceptable religious titles such as Reverend and Father.
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JOTS AND TITLES
A Publishing "Miracle"
As you already know, Jonathan Livingston Seagull is to be made into a movie. On February 6
A von Publishers printed an initial paperback
run of 270,000 copies of Jonathan. The amazing
thing about this best-seller is that it came close
to not being published at all. Richard Bach submitted it to 18 publishers before Macmillan finally accepted the manuscript. Even after its issuance
Macmillan apparently did not realize what it had.
For several months Jonathan was a sleeper. But
once it came alive, it came alive! By mid-December it had sold over 1,500,000 copies.
If you read B. F. Skinner, you must read Francis Schaeffer's response to Skinner in his recent
Back to Freedom and Dignity (lnterVarsity, 95
cents). While you're at it, pick up a copy of
Schaeffer's very meaningful treatment of Genesis
1-11: Genesis in Space and Time (lnterVarsity,
$2.25).

"Best-Seller"
I've always heard that the Bible is a "best-seller."
Sometimes this is put in tandem with words like
"perennial" or "all-time." None of these has ever
been very meaningful to me until I recently did
a little research. For comparison purposes, the
current nonfiction best-seller is Thomas Harris'
I'm O.K., You're O.K. (Harper). Total sales for
the book are about 800,000 copies during the
past two years. Zondervan has distributed about
1,500,000 copies of Hal Lindsey's The Late
Great Planet Earth-and that's a fantastic
achievement, especially for a religious boo~. Most
secular publishers are happy with almost any book
which gets into the hundreds-of-thousands category. And when something like Jonathan Livingston Seagull (Macmillan) happens, with sales of
125,000 in one week, then publishers are elated.
MISSION

But, now stand aside and see why it sounds like
an understatement to call the Bible a best-seller.
For, in addition to the millions of copies printed
and sold by individual publishers throughout the
world, last year the Bible Societies alone sold/
distributed 171,000,000 copies of the Scriptures
or··yortions of the Scriptures! Yes, you read correctly: 171 million!

Tony The Tiger Reads
The American Bible Society has completed the
newest fascicle of the Old Testament TEV: Proverbs and Ecclesiastes (order no. 04449, 10¢).
Earlier the ABS issued two other separate Old
Testament TEV booklets: Tried and True: Job
and Psalms. The ABS asked Thurl Ravenscrofthe's the voice of Tony the Tiger, the breakfastfood cartoon character-to record the TEV's
Psalms for Modern Man. Ravenscroft's reading of
the Psalms is now available in a four-record set
for the amazingly low cost of $2.10 (order No.
13793).
Biblical Research Press (774 E.N. 15th Street,
Abilene, Texas 79601) has issued two new volumes in "The Way of Life" adult class series.
Each is the work of a competent scholar (Dr.
. Everett Ferguson of Abilene Christian College
and Dr. Frank Pack of Pepperdine University)
and each volume involves either a current or longstanding issue: A Capella Music in the Public
Worship of the Church (Ferguson) and Tongues
and the Holy Spirit (Pack).

Popular Subjects
Books on several "hot" subjects continue to pour
forth. I've lost count of the recent releases on the
subject of occultism. We've asked James Tabor, a
doctoral candidate at the University of Chicago,
to survey the subject of occultism. It now appears
it will require two full-length MISSION review sec-
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tions to give adequate attention to even the most
significant books on occultism.
A steady stream of works on ethics and morality continues. Within this category are specialized
studies of moral issues such as abortion and population control. We've assigned several of these
works to reviewers.
Church renewal and "the future" continue to
be popular topics. And so are the subjects of marriage, home, the extended family, and the questions raised by women's lib. Some of the titles
about marriage/family /women are fascinating.
Examples: How To Spark A Marriage When The
Kids Leave Home by Frank A. Kostyu (Pilgrim
Press), Your Half of the Apple by Gini Andrews
(Zondervan), and Risk and Chance in Marriage
by Bernard Harnik (Word) and Power Ideas For
A Happy Family by Robert H. Schuller (Revell).

New International Bible
Zondervan, the well-known and increasingly creative publishing house in Grand Rapids, has been
working on a new major translation for the past
five years. The new translation is being called
The New International Bible. Zondervan is using
about 100 Bible scholars from several countries,
plus a host of advisors and consultants. I know
three or four of the men working on this project,
and if their scholarship says anything about the
overall project, then it has great promise! Zondervan expects to deliver the New Testament by October 1973 and the complete New International
Bible by 1976.
If you've ever seen any of the Ladybird Booksthe lovely and informative series published in
Loughborough England-you'll be happy to know
they are now distributed through Penguin Books
in the United States. You may write for the complete list of the fascinating Ladybird titles: c/o
Penguin Books, Inc., 7110 Ambassador Road, Baltimore, Maryland 21207.

Review of Children's Books
We are working on a complete review section devoted exclusively to children's books and, possibly, some books for children written to adults.
The children's books are a delightful and colorful list of titles. Our list is not complete, but
here are some inclusions: 99 Plus One by Pottebaum/Johnson (Augsburg), Who Needs Me? by
Heide (Augsburg), The Life of Jesus illustrated
by Napoli (Augsburg), The Festival of Art by
Pottebaum/ Roberts (Augsburg), and Thank God
for Circles by Marxhausen/Johnson (Augsburg).
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Then, there are two works by Ogden Nash: The
Cruise of the Aardvark and The Animal Garden
(both from Evans). Our plan is to write brief descriptive reviews about each title stating something about contents, age classifications and literary type or style. We intend the special section
on children's books as a helpful guide to persons
who are constantly asking me about what to get
for their kids. If we include books for adults
which are for the benefit of children, we'll probably give coverage to such titles as Rainy Day
Magic: How to Make Sunshine on a Stormy Day
By Margaret Perry (Evans). It's an inventive
how-to book on what to do with the kids when
they have to be in the house because of bad
weather or illness.
For those who seek outstanding books about
the environment/nature/ ecology, you will find
several offerings by the Sierra Club. Sierra Club
Books are distributed by Charles Scribner's Sons
(597 Fifth Ave., N.Y., N.Y. 10017). For an extended list of environmental books issued in 1971,
see Library Journal, November 1, 1972, pages
3546-3551.

Transitions
December brought some special, and to me, sobering announcements concerning three publications.
In addition to the cessation of Life Magazine in
December, Sweet Publishing Company announced
the sale of the Christian Chronicle and Christian
Woman to a group of Christians in Nashville,
Tennessee. According to a story in the Chronicle, the new owners will have no connection with
any existing publishing houses or special interests. Also in December came an announcement
by W. Carl Ketcherside, editor of the Mission
Messenger: should death take either Carl or Nell,
his wife, before the publication's terminus set for
1975, the other partner will cease the publication
of Mission Messenger immediately after one issue. I must admit to mixed feelings about these
announcements. I feel some sorrow that the
Chronicle will be leaving Sweet, but I wish its
new publishers Godspeed! Concerning Carl Ketcherside's announcement, I was moved by Carl and
Nell's sense of insuluable partnership which has
sustained Mission Messenger for over 35 years. I
will pray for the good health and continuing usefulness of my brother and sister whom I have
known and loved since I was a child.
International Book Year 1972 poster: "Read
more. Guess less."
RRM
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"Somebody's
got to act like the clergy, so it might as well be the
clergy." I found out he was right when I attended
the Preachers' Workshop at Abilene Christian
College in January. The clergy was there in force,
braving snow, wind and ice for this preachers'
only discussion of the issues of the day. It didn't
take long to realize the show-up was due to the
anticipated excitement over the showdown.
The first thing we were assured of was that our
hosts expected a great deal of brotherly love to be
manifested during the discussions. To insure that
this spirit would prevail we were handed out a
list of rules for behavior and conduct and then a
thirty-minute exegesis of the rules preceded the
discussions so that we would know how to interpret them correctly.
Then the clergy began acting like the clergy.
Which is to say, we entered into the discussions
with absolute open minds and enquiring hearts in
order to confirm the fact that we had been right
all along on issues which have been discussed for
so many years one wonders where the energy and
interest come from to keep them going. And then
I knew I shouldn't wonder about that because you
can once again put it down to the clergy acting
like the clergy. Which again is to say, it occurred
to me that many, if not most, of the issues which
occupy our pulpits, our lectureships, our workshops, our debates, our journals, and most important, our precious time, would probably die if the
clergy didn't keep pumping life into them by telling us how crucial they are.
The reason I share these reflections with you is
because I am deeply concerned about the fact
that we are in bondage to a particular set of questions which are always defined by the professionals who occupy our pulpits. When any poor soul
starving for spiritual bread suggests that we are
spending all of our energies on questions at the
periphery of life and Christianity and then seeks
to find brothers and sisters who will help him to
make sense out of life and will encourage him in
his fundamental commitment to the Christian way,
the clergy is usually there to suggest that if he
RECENTLY A FRIEND OF MINE SAID,
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keeps on like this it will eat the heart out of the
church.
I really believe Abilene Christian College is
making a good effort in the right direction under
the leadership of John Stevens. I would encourage them to increase their efforts by dealing with
the questions which really disturb the people, not
just the preachers who submit the topics for discussion. Let us begin together to plant trees of
hope in the spiritual wasteland of our times. Let
us address ourselves to the crisis of faith in America and not be diverted into the trivialities of
yesteryear. One of the serious questions which
calls for reflection at this time pertains to why we
continue to hassle over the dill, mint and cumin
of restoration theology and fail as a people to
move with boldness into questions concerning the
church and politics, the suffering of the oppressed
in our land, the sexual revolution, the technological, scientific, and economic games which assume
that we can have infinite growth on a finite planet,
the erosion of family life, the loss of personal
meaning, and the spiritual loneliness in a country
(and church?) which gives lip service to the carpenter of Nazareth but whose heart is far from
him in terms of really joining him on the frontiers
of his vision for human existence. The question is
whether or not we will join hands in the effort to
keep human life human when the humanness of
the human is being threatened at every hand.
We have made a common confession of the
Lordship of Christ. If the Jesus event is really at
the center of our lives, then let us begin to realize
that the incarnation is not just about the diety of
Jesus but that it is primarily about the humanity
of God. The entire history of the Bible is the
story of God for man. The priority of God's love
is for the world (John 3: 16). This suggests to us
that we should begin to love the world as our
father loves it, rather than loving systems, institutions, and doctrinal nit-picking. The world then
will not be simply all matter (which lies over
against the church as a threat to our comfortable
faith) but really all that matters. Heaven will take
care of us if we take care of the earth. Our mis-
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sion is not to get to heaven but to live and work
as God's people in the care of the earth and its
concerns.
Usually when one speaks of becoming involved
with the weightier matters of faith, mercy and
justice, someone is always there to quickly add
that we should not forget to tithe the dill, mint
and cumin. And it's just this kind of preoccupation that always seems to stand in the way of our
moving beyond the questions of days gone by to
a truly prophetic and healing ministry in a broken

Salaam's Friend

world. It is this preoccupation which Jesus was
condemning.
Let us find our brotherhood in Christ's service
to the world. Let us find our unity in the act of
God's redeeming grace. Let us find our mission in
announcing the good news of a loving, caring and
accepting God. Let us find our hope in the righteousness of God, freely given through Jesus Christ
rather than in the assumption that we are more
right on a given issue than another brother. Is this
VLH
too much to ask?

GARY FREEMAN

Jogging Matthew's Metnory
"Now when even was come, he was sitting at
meat with the twelve disciples; and as they were
eating, he said, Verily I say unto you, that one of
you shall betray me."
And one of the disciples, a preacher, stood up
in the midst of them and said, "Before the Lord
delivers his message, we have these few announcements. Please don't forget Wednesday night prayer
meeting. Attendance has been spotty lately. I know
this is a busy time of the year, but if everyone
will make a real effort, there's no reason why we
can't have a good crowd. We'll be studying Matthew's notes for what will eventually be called the
Gospel According to St. Matthew. I think you
will all be blessed by coming to study with us.
"This evening we're especially blessed to have
with us The Lord, and He needs no introduction
from us. He preached His first sermon at the age
of twelve, and He has served churches throughout Galilee, as well as here in Jerusalem. Before
I tum the service over to Him, I would like to call
your attention to the announcement in our bulletin concerning the dinner on the ground next
Sunday. Everyone should make an effort to come.
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And now, without further ado, the Lord."
"And as they were eating, Jesus took bread, and
blessed, and brake it; and he gave to the disciples, and said, Take, eat; this is my body. And he
took a cup, and gave thanks, and gave to them,
saying, Drink ye all of it; for this is my blood of
the covenant, which is poured out for many unto
remission of sins. But I say unto you, I shall not
drink henceforth of this fruit of the vine, until
that day when I drink it new with you in my
Father's Kingdom."
And the preacher said, "I'd like to thank the
Lord on behalf of all of us here for that very inspirational and challenging message. It was really
something to think about. And before we close,
I'd like to say a word about littering. Some of you
have been leaving your church bulletins in the
pews. I hate to keep reminding you, but would
you please remember to leave your pew as neat
as you found it. And that means no crayons. And
now we're going to ask brother Andrew to lead
us in a closing hymn."
"And when they had sung a hymn, they went
out unto the mount of Olives."
MARCH,
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FORUM
Gratitude
Dear Roy,
May I extend to you the gratitude of the MISSION
trustees for your stewardship of the editorial role
of the journal for the past five years. Few know
of the considerable time investment you gave to
publish the journal.
Your feature article, Glosses (December, 1972),
should become one of the classics of the journal.
I hope we will now see your writings frequently
in MISSION in the near future.
Arthur L. Miley
President, MISSION trustees
LaJ olla, California

Reflections on

MISSION

I have read your Open Letter in December's
MISSION thrice, and consider it my privilege and
obligation as a dedicated reader of MISSION to
offer you my meditations on that letter and on
MISSION'S future.
I find your outlook refreshing and challenging.
Your view that the two crucial questions are
What? and So What? captures the Christian mission in a nutshell.
First, may I comment on what I see as some
distinctive features of MISSION. One thing which
only MISSION has, of the religious magazines that
I subscribe to, is an unusual and well done cover.
While Mr. Minter often is portraying ideas which
completely escape me, there are times when he
approaches the impact and quality of many of the
articles inside.
MISSION's inclusion of interviews with personalities currently in the news (Pat Boone, G. R.
Beasely-Murray) or who are important to the
religious world also is an unusual feature. Keep
it up, and try to interview some personalities close
to the Restoration Movement, as well as those
who are respected in the religious world at large.
Balaam's Friend never ceases to amaze methat MISSION secured Gary Freeman's talents was
a move bordering on genius, and while his quality varies, like everything else, he has said some
things in a way that is unique and sticks in my
head.
Barrett's Thesaurus is choice satire, again a
unique feature of MISSION. This is a recent addition, and I look forward to it each month.
MISSION

The addition of Opinion/RSVP is a move that
I applaud, and I sincerely hope that you continue
to utilize this as a forum in which people can
express their opinions on topics of current concern
to the church and our society.
MISSION's Forum is a needed and valuable feature, and one of the first I read. I also dig the
reviews MISSION has been publishing.
I see MISSioN's distinctive quality being its willingness to discuss many issues heretofore taboo
in Church of Christ periodicals, to present diverse views, assuming that all sides of an issue
can safely be aired and that people will choose
the correct one for themselves. This quality must
be preserved, despite the pressure that has been
(and will be) mounted to restrict the pages of
MISSION to satiny smooth, pleasant sounding articles. Introspection is crucial in both an individual
and a movement, for when we stop examining
ourselves we begin to die. Hence, critical articles,
articles that present unusual ideas, and those that
shake us up are an integral part of MISSION.
May God bless your efforts.
Allen Holden, Jr.
Yuma , Arizona
Though for the past three and a half years my
ministry has been expressed in a fellowship other
than the Churches of Christ, I am pleased to be
a reader of MISSION. Dr. Ward's editorial leadership has been excellent, and I look forward
eagerly to Mr. Hunter's work with the journal,
particularly after reading his "Open Letter" in
the December issue.
His emphases seem appropriate to the fellowship toward which MISSION gives its chief attention; yet the ecumenical / universal flavor of his
"pre-editorial" editorial reflects a style which, in
this Congregationalist's opinion, will continue to
make MISSION non-parochial and a journal of
Christian integrity and commitment. Right on!
Terence E. Johnson
Minneapolis, Minnesota

The dancing God
I renew my subscription to MISSION on the basis
of hope stimulated by Jim Reynolds' excellent
article, "The Dancing God of the Gospel: Life as
Celebration." While your magazine has previously
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displayed courage by "ecumenical" interviewing,
by publishing controversial and stimulating articles (Warren Lewis' always intriguing and usually successful syntheses of Tubingen-Texas theology), or articles attesting to the social demands
of agape (those by Don Haymes come to mind),
your basic format has remained parochial in its
concern.
Mr. Reynolds' article, on the other hand, reveals for all God's family a vision of the dancing, leaping, virile God who made and recreates
this world of diverse loveliness. "The Lord of the
Dance" is inviting us to joint the celebration. The
spirit bids us leap in time to God's good news.
Mr. Reynolds has heard the tune-thanks for
passing it on.
William R. Epperson
Tulsa, Oklahoma

Glosses, December 1972
Since subscribing to MISSION I have been upset
many times over the articles. In "my opinion"
they are often too liberal. Sometimes I have
thought about cancelling my subscription, and
when I moved I didn't bother sending in a change
of address. Just yesterday, the December issue
reached me, and I am excited. I've read no further
than Glosses and found there that many of my
thoughts have been put into words. I'm filled with
questions and I can't wait to begin searching the
scriptures to find answers. I'm sure in the future
I'll be upset from time to time over some of the
articles, but I want to thank you for this particular thought provoking article and any others that
future issues may hold.
Mrs. Richard Elliott
Victorville, California
We can learn of God's existence without the Bible
but we know his will for us through what he has
revealed by the Spirit through inspired men (Romans 1:18-23; 1 Corinthians 2:6-13). First, Roy
Bowen Ward said: "The Bible has been assumed
to be infallible, inerrant and harmonistic ('without change or variation')-attributes which in
some traditions have been applicable to God. In
fact, the Bible has too often functioned as a god:
the Christian has believed in the Bible instead of
believing in God" (MISSION, December, 1972,
p. 8). God is infallible, inerrant and harmonistic.
With God there "can be no variation, neither
shadow that is cast by turning" (James 1: 17).
Since the Bible is the word of God, why should it
be viewed as fallible, errant and contradictory?
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Those who believe it is the word of God cannot
believe it is "a god," but that it reveals God's will
to us.
Second, on the same page Ward quoted Warren
Lewis that the gospels do not harmonize but that
they "can even speak against one another and
correct one another." Unless Lewis is inspired how
does he know which side of a contradiction is the
correct side? Jesus promised that the Spirit would
bring to the apostles what he had taught them,
and guide them into all the truth (John 14:26; 16:
12-15) .There were also inspired prophets who
wrote scripture. If the Spirit guided them into
error, he failed to do what Jesus said he would
do, i.e. , guide them into all truth. Therefore, Jesus
was wrong about what the Spirit would do, and
the Spirit is the author of error. With such uncertainty cast over the Bible, why should we count
the Scriptures as important? What can be the
mission of MISSION with such a messed-up message, i.e., a contradictory Bible that no man can
straighten out?
James D. Bales
Searcy, Arkansas

In Glosses, December 1972, Dr. Ward, in saying
goodbye, made a few closing comments that
touched my heart when he said, "I don't want to
hear any more about successful people. I want to
hear about happy people who choose life. I want
to hear about ecstasy and peace, exhilaration and
contentment."
I want to share with my brother that after 35
years of Church of Christism, where emphasis
over all kinds of issues glossed over the teachings
of Jesus, so much that the basket of my mind was
stuffed and overflowing with pro and con of instrumental music, orphans' homes, colleges, dancing, smoking, drinking, mixed bathing, women's
place in the church, qualifications of elders, finding fault with the denominations, etc., I found
the peace that passeth understanding.
Many of those years we were competing with
the denominations to attract the unbeliever (possibly proselyte some) by building a beautiful edifice. All we have been able to do is pay on the
building, the expenses of operation and a preacher
to preach the "gospel" to those who were already
converted. I was dying spiritually, if indeed I had
ever been alive.
By my perfect attendance (not forsaking law)
at the appointed time and place, I was like the
priest or Levite; had I seen a man lying in the
ditch, I would have passed him by. In fact, I am
sure I have done just that; not a real ditch, but
one like a sick bed, or a visit to an unbeliever
who chose to visit me on a Sunday. I couldn't stay
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home and share Jesus with them. I had to go to
the synagogue for a specific ritual . at a specific
time or I would lose my religious standing. I
did not love people, nor did I love (agape ) Jesus.
I loved self. I was dead spiritually. Any friend of
Jesus could have said "Lord , don't raise her up
for she has been dead so long, she stinketh."
Where do you go when you are lost, disturbed ,
fru strated , empty, embittered? You go to the
cross. What do you find? Jesus!
Every morning, I fell on my knees before God .
If he were really alive as the word said, I believed he could be found. Do you know what?
After 35 years of following men and traditions of
men , . I found in five months that one who was,
who is and who forever shall be, my Lord and my
God! I found him right where he said he would
be if I opened up the door of my heart and invited him to come in . Glory to God! When he
came in, he brought all that he is with him. The
peace, joy, and love so permeated my being as I
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praised this divine one that I found myself expressing that praise and worship in words I knew
not, nor did I care for I was caught up in an
ecstasy such as I had not known possible.
When Jesus is lifted up, he will draw all men
unto himself and will make them part of his
body; lifting up part of the body will not draw
men to Christ. We need to recognize that we are
just like filthy rags (Isaiah 64: 6) without the
righteousness of Jesus flowing through the body
by hi s Spirit. I think the Church of Christ has a
spiritual disease, "Arteriosclerosis." The lifeflowing blood of a resurrected Lord cannot get through
to bring forth abundant life for he indwe11s us by
his Spirit and many deny his entrance. T hey do
not wa nt a transfusion.
Your dear friend once told you "Choose life."
I reaffirm, "Choose life"-choose Jesus! He is
the way, the truth, the life. If you want edifying,
electrifying, exciting expectation; an illuminating
glorification; peace, love, joy, then take Jesus into
your inner most being. He does it all. Perhaps
our Mr. Hunter will, as you say, show us the way
to find in Christianity the resources to choose life
-perhaps he will direct men's minds-not to the
resources to choose life but to the source who is
life-Jesus!
Phylene Presley
Maricopa, California
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Self-Knowledge
Lord, who am I to teach the way
To little children day by day,
So prone myself to go astray?
I teach them KNOWLEDGE, but I know
How faint they flicker and how low
The candles of my knowledge glow.
I teach them POWER to will and do,
But only no:v to learn anew
My own great weakness through and through.
I teach them LOVE for all mankind
And all God's creatures, but I find
My love comes lagging far behind.
Lord, if their guide I still must be,
Oh let the little children see
The teacher leaning hard on thee.

LINDA ROBLING

